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Time to freshen up your bag of tricks? Why fritter a fortune at the cosmetics counter when you can conjure your own beauty magic faster than you can say mirror, mirror on the wall? Powder
your nose and twinkle your toes with these 101 magical potions: ocean-fresh mermaid body wash, fashionable Parisian powder, tropical island crushed fruit scrub, enticing cinnamon lotion,
secret Egyptian spa wrap, and even a pinch of shimmering fairy dust. From silkening salts to glimmering glosses, Beauty Magic presents a lifetime supply of inspiration for the do-it-yourself
glamour goddess. Book jacket.
Olivia believes in miracles, magic and fairy folk and always will. Her brother, Sam, a temperamental, sceptical cynic doesn't and never will. But when a gust of wind in her dad's old potting
shed dislodges a wand and a hidden book that are positively ancient, it writes itself. Then things get seriously strange for Olivia, her brother, mother, father and friends as ghostly occurrences
seem to be the order of the day.
You could be the target of a spell or curse and not even know it! All people, witches or not, are susceptible to these attacks. The difference: witches and magicians can do something about it.
Now you can too. Protection & Reversal Magick is a complete how-to manual on preventing, defending, and reversing magickal attacks of any kind. You will learn to: Set up early-warning
systems. Appease angry spirits through offerings. Perform daily banishings and make amulets that will prevent most attacks. Make magickal “decoys” to absorb attacks against you Summon
guardian spirits or gods for help. Bind, confuse, or expel a persistent enemy who will not leave you be. These techniques aren't just for Wiccans, either, but for ceremonial magicians,
rootdoctors, witches, and anyone else who puts magick to a practical use. Like the cunning men and women of old, now you can defend yourself and your loved ones against even the
strongest attacks!
I put this story line together with a Middle Eastern background. It is where I created and shared this story with many Iraqi children. Islam has angels too and I do believe that with all of the
hatred that is in this world, children should never be a part of it! Children of all ages can enjoy this book, from Kindergarten to the 6th grade This story explains diversity. I have always used it
as a tool to explain how wrong it is to hate other people because of how they pray or worship. Questions can be asked throughout the entire story of how wrong it is to mistreat others because
of the color of their skin, where they are from. Being mean to another because they are hungry or hurt. I did make reference to bullying which a teacher can stop and ask the important
question of being mean for no reason. The story explains what can happen to people who do not tell the truth.
Mind-reading, fortune telling, uncanny predictions and other paranormal activities continue to baffle audiences throughout the world Marc LeMezma, a member of the Magic Circle, opens up
the world of psychic magic and shows just how easy it is to "trick" your audience into thinking that you can read their minds, predict their futures and control their thoughts. This book contains
17 tricks that anyone with a little guile and patter can perform, it guides readers through a little history of the subject, moving into the realms of mind-reading, ghostly occurrences, fortune
telling and mind control, creating atmosphere, stories and stunts to amuse and confuse. Including tips on what to wear, what food and drink to serve, and how to set up your room, Marc
LeMezma also gives information on a growing interest - holding a paranormal party.
A book of magic tricks for a younger audience.
Learn to perform 50 unbelievable magic tricks that will impress and astonish any audience! Features QR codes with links to trick videos for easy learning and visual aid! This delightful book
reveals some of magic's best-kept secrets, showing you step-by-step exactly how the tricks are done from multiple angles. Learn easy-yet-mystifying card tricks, awe-inspiring coin tricks,
mentalism tricks for reading someone's mind, deceptive bets, and amazing visual tricks that you can do with everyday objects, including how to: Make a pen disappear Levitate a dollar Send a
cup through a table Tear a napkin and restore it to its original state Put a need through a balloon without popping it Crack an apple open with your bare hands And more! In addition to these
jaw-dropping tricks, this book provides readers with: QR Codes with trick videos for visual aid Practice and performance tips Jokes to use when performing Additional resources And more!
Ultimately, by the end of this book not only will you know fifty mind-blowing magic tricks, but you will also know exactly how to perform them confidently. The book is the perfect gift for aspiring
magicians or anyone who wants to impress their family and friends!
Learn the Fundamental Skills of Magical Practice Explore how to bring love, money, healing, blessings, and more into your life with over seventy simple spells and rituals. This easy-to-use,
essential guide provides a comprehensive introduction to magical techniques. Learn the basics of spellcasting: timing, correspondence, discipline, intent, projection, grounding, and more in
this practical manual. From candles, crystals, and charms to witch bottles, gems, and cords, you’ll study the many forms and tools of magic. You’ll even attain knowledge on how to design
your own spells in this accessible guide for the beginning witch. Spellcasting for Beginners provides everything you need to know about magical practice with clear, concise instruction. Create
a basic altar for solitary practice, experiment with nature-based magic, and discover the many uses of potions, recipes, and natural ingredients for your spells. Your witch’s training will be an
enjoyable and enlightening experience as you take part in the magical heritage of the craft. Praise: “Michael Furie brings fantastical stories about magic and spells back to reality with this
dedicated work aimed at those embarking on the long journey into magical practice.”—Raymond Buckland, author of Buckland’s Complete Book of Witchcraft
Welcome to Paranormal Academy, a boarding school for the world's most elite witches, fairies, vampires, shifters, and other paranormal beings.At the Academy, there are five
rules everyone should follow:1. Don't go out after curfew.2. Stay away from the Vixen, the school's secret sorority.3. Never go into the Enchanted Forest alone.4. Professors are
completely off-limits.5. Don't get involved with dark magic users.Well, rules are meant to be broken.Juliana Montgomery quickly finds herself breaking every rule in the book, but
that's the least of her worries.She never expected to receive an invitation to Paranormal Academy because she's pretty sure there's nothing magical about her. But it turns out
she's wrong. No one knows what her paranormal race is, but Juliana comes from a paranormal bloodline so powerful that everyone at the Academy is talking about her.The
Academy is also filled with gorgeous guys. There's Brett Summers, whose girlfriend is convinced Juliana wants him. (And, okay, maybe she's right). Then there's Kaden, the guy
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who makes Juliana's heart beat faster, even though he's carrying a deep, dark secret that she's dying to find out. And last, but certainly not least, there's her Elemental Magic
professor, Avery Tate. Sparks--literally--fly between them.Then there are the murders that have been taking place on campus, which seem to be more frequent since Juliana's
arrival. Is it a coincidence or is she somehow linked to these deaths?Juliana's anxious to learn the truth about what she is. Someone else already knows. Someone who's
planning to use it against her. Someone who's a lot closer than she thinks.
A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and clearly, how to teach their child to read in just 20 minutes a day.
A step-by-step guide to performing 101 magic tricks using easily available objects as props.
101 Easy-to-Do Magic TricksCourier Corporation
From Houdini to Penn and Teller, the secrets of the world's greatest magicians are revealed by Becker, a.k.a. "The Great Kardeen." 100 photos & line drawings.
Learn 101 simple magic tricks to astonish and amaze! Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls. Step right up and try not one, not two, not three, but 101 Magic Tricks! Astonish and
amaze everyone you know with easy-to-master tricks and illusions. Learn classic sleight of hand techniques that are simple enough for any apprentice to grasp. Conquer magical
ruses that require no special equipment, and are explained with simple step-by-step instructions. Bryan Miles will guide you through The Foundations of Magic including: The
Hand, The Deck of Cards, Mechanic's Grip and Biddle Grip, Classic Two-Handed Spread, and Cutting the Cards.
"Beholden to bold flavors and not strict authenticity, the editors of Lucky Peach present a compendium of recipes that hit the sweet spot between crave-worthy and stupid simple
and are destined to become favorites."--Back cover.
Noted magician and magic authority offers 72 tricks that work automatically through nature of card deck. No sleight of hand needed. Often spectacular. 42 illustrations.
Jokes, magic tricks, and card tricks to try on friends and family.
Presents step-by-step instructions for performing hundreds of tricks, provides tips on establishing a stage presence, and offers methods and styles of master magicians
Perfect the art of magic with simple every day objects and tips from professional magician Justin Flam. Using every day objects, daring magician Justin Flom (434K Facebook followers and
153K subscribers on YouTube) will teach kids all they need to know to perform 30 amazing and how-did-you-do-that magic tricks at the turn of a hat. Featuring step-by-step instructions and
illustrations, Everyday Magic for Kids will give budding magicians all the tips they need in order to wow their friends and family, whether at home, at school, or on the go. Tricks will vary from
card tricks to tricks with coins and other small objects to tricks that can be done with friends/family members. The book also includes introductory material about how to act like a magician and
the basics of performing magic in front of an audience (be it a friend or a room of people).
DIVIllustrations, simple instructions for performing over 100 tricks, including The Inexhaustible Hat, The Chinese Rings, Steel Through Steel, Fingers That See, much more. /div
Describes how a variety of magic tricks are performed by leading magicians, including Doug Henning, the Amazing Kreskin, Harry Houdini, Siegfried & Roy, and Mark Wilson.
Reveals the secrets of some of the most famous magic tricks that have been baffling audiences for years. 8-11 yrs.
DIVStep-by-step instructions and clear diagrams show how to perform 18 mystifying maneuvers, using only common objects. Strength Test, Untangled, Elastic Lock, Mystic Spinner, Rollaway,
Heavyset, The Great Escape, 11 more. /div
Want to learn 101 of the coolest magic tricks? You ll be able to dazzle your friends with diabolically clever card tricks and confuse them with cunning coin conundrums. Want to make objects
appear and disappear? Then check out the classic conjuring and riveting ring and rope tricks they ll have your friends in knots! Have you always wanted to read minds? Let us show you how
with masterly mental magic. Open 101 Cool Magic Tricks and learn the secrets of magic! This 208-page paperback book contains step-by-step instructions for 101 magic tricks, and coloured
illustrations throughout.
Teach Yourself 25 Beginner Card Tricks! Amaze your friends and family with these easy to learn card tricks. Basic Card Magic contains 6 card magic routines with several tricks
in each. You can use the routines as they are, tweak them, combine them, mix them up, or use any trick on its own. You can do all 25 card tricks using a standard deck of cards
and with no prior setup. Stun your friends with your new skills, because learning card magic doesn’t come any easier than this. Get it now. Learn a Variety of Tricks and Skills
*Basic Card handling *False shuffles *Double lifts *Predictions *Transportations *Color Changes *Vanishes …and more. Fun for All Ages These beginner’s card tricks come with
easy to follow instructions and pictures. Easy enough for kids to learn but good enough to fool adults. Discover your inner magician, because this is one of the best basic card
magic books on the market. Limited Time Only... Get your copy of Basic Card Magic today and you will also receive: *Free SF Nonfiction Books new releases *Exclusive discount
offers *Downloadable sample chapters *Bonus content … and more! Get it now.
Easy-to-follow instructions, clear illustrations for 50 safe, science-related tricks: making squares and lines disappear, creating a magical doorway out of paper, cutting glass with
scissors, and much more.
Text and diagrams explain easy-to-do magic tricks which utilize common objects such as coins, rubber bands, and string.
An amazing collection of 101 magic tricks shown on 52 sturdy stand-alone cards contained within a unique presentation tin box. Over 400 practical photographs clearly illustrate
how to perform clever tricks and master spectacular illusions: amaze your audience with impressive feats such as the Dissolving Coin, Enchanted Ball, Defying Gravity and the
Bottomless Mug.
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Step-by-step instructions for sleight of hand tricks using cards, coins, balls, and other common items.
Clear instructions for 101 tricks and problems, many based on important math principles. Master such number phenomena as Lightning Calculations, Giant Memory, Magic
Squares, nearly 100 more. 98 illustrations.
Two books, bound together in a single volume, ground novices in fundamentals and lead them to mastery of 80 different tricks involving cards, coins, matches, and other articles.
89 illustrations.
Demonstrates how to perform different types of card tricks with step-by-step instructions and photographs.
Learn to do astounding tricks with cards, coins, rope; also, comedy magic, mental dexterity, more. Few props and little sleight of hand needed. "The best book yet on easy-to-do magic." —
Martin Gardner. 247 illustrations.
Inspiring confidence and providing infinite wisdom, a compilation of handy choice phrases to convey the perfect message in a vast array of sticky situations is divided into three sections--magic
words to say to yourself, to others, and for universal situations. Reprint.
Magic is everywhere, from the big spectacle celebrity of David Copperfield and Siegfried and Roy to the quirky Penn and Teller to the spooky David Blaine and Criss Angel to the endless
material on YouTube. But until now, learning it has never been easy—that's all about to change with Magic, a book that does for close-up magic what How to Grill does for barbecue. Written by
charismatic young magician Joshua Jay, Magic combines expertise, photographs, and step-by-step directions showing how to perform 100 tricks. Joshua Jay took home the top prize at the
World Magic Seminar (the Olympics of magic) when he was just 16 years old. Now he continues to perform magic, write about magic, eat, sleep, and breathe magic. Here, he brings all his
passion and knowledge to teaching magic. Each trick is broken down into the Effect, the Secret, the Set-up, and, most important, the Performance, with lessons on what to say, how to direct
the audience's attention, where to keep your hands, and so on. (In other words, how to be smart about the things your audience is surprisingly clueless about.) Here are the Ten Greatest Card
Tricks; tricks to dazzle a dinner date; tricks to perform for the boss (poke a hole through his shirt, then magically mend it); tricks especially for kids; and even tricks for an audience in another
state—with "Australian Self-Help," you can find a participant's chosen card over the phone. It's the Aha! book for a subject whose time has come.
Teach Yourself 25 Easy Tricks with Everyday Objects! Imagine walking into any room and performing a variety of magic tricks with common objects that almost everyone has. In this book
there are easy to learn tricks with coins, straws, pens, rings, and more. Amaze your friends and family, because these magic tricks are easy to learn and fun to perform. Get it now. Discover
How to do Simple Magic Tricks * Vanishes * Transformations * Magical repairs * Transportations * Objects through tables * Ring jumps … and more. These close-up magic tricks come with
easy to follow instructions and pictures. Easy enough for kids to learn but good enough to fool adults. Limited Time Only… Get your copy of Easy Magic Tricks today and you will also receive:
*Free SF Nonfiction Books new releases *Exclusive discount offers *Downloadable sample chapters *Bonus content … and more! Discover your inner magician, because these magic tricks will
leave everyone in the room stunned. Get it now.
Every skilful act - music, writing, painting, dancing, etc, is an art. It provides mental relief and enjoyment by drawing people away from their routine life. Whether you have any specific talent or
not, magic could be your key to success because entertainment is the weakness of every person. Using only household tools, this book explains how to pleasantly astonish the audience and
widen your circle.
Do you know your riffle shuffle from your French drop? Can you make a bottle disappear or read someone's mind? Learn the greatest magic tricks around and astound your friends and family,
all without buying fancy props or equipment. From coins to muffins, make magic with anything you can get your hands on.
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